Fibre and fines quality development in pilot scale high and low consistency refining of ATMP
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SUMMARY: The objective of this study was to characterise and compare the development of fibre and fines properties in high consistency (HC) and low consistency (LC) refining of mechanical pulp. Primary refined pulp was produced using the Advanced Thermo-Mechanical Pulp (ATMP) refining process. Pulps were characterized to evaluate external and internal fibrillation, fibre shape and dimensions, surface area of fines and the proportion of split fibres.

Based on the results, a different mode of fibre development was proposed for LC and HC refining. The LC refining resulted in a greater reduction in the shives content and R30 Bauer-McNett fibre fraction. The reduced R30 fraction considerably increased the middle fibre fractions; however it showed no further development in terms of surface fibrillation. While HC refining resulted in a significant reduction in fibre wall thickness associated with fibre collapse and increase in external fibrillation, LC refining mainly generated structural changes, seen in fibre straightening and increased flexibility.

The HC and LC refined pulps had different property profiles compared at equal handsheet tensile index. The LC refined pulps contained less long fibres and fines but significantly more middle fraction particles. Extensive internal fibrillation of the straighter LC refined fibres appeared to have compensated for lower fines content and external fibrillation, producing well bonded sheets with good tensile strength.
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The Advanced Thermo-Mechanical Pulp (ATMP) refining process has been introduced as a means of reducing the refining energy demand while preserving and/or enhancing the quality of the final product (Sabourin et al., 2003; Hill et al., 2010; Johansson et al., 2011; Gorski et al., 2011a). The main innovation of the ATMP process is the separation of the defibration and fibre development phases into subsequent process stages with the addition of chemicals to the fibre development phase. A combination of aggressive primary ATMP refining with secondary low consistency stages was shown to lead to further energy reduction (Sabourin et al., 2011).

Low consistency refining of mechanical pulp has a long history where both reject and post refining have seen early commercial applications. Nowadays, LC refiners are installed in several mills to substitute a second or third mainline HC refining stage. Research into the mechanisms of LC refining has been intensified in recent years, often aiming at understanding the influence of the refining conditions such as intensity, refining consistency and other variables on energy efficiency and final product quality (Eriksen, Hammar, 2007; Hammar et al., 2009; Luukkonen et al. 2010; Sabourin et al., 2011; Andersson, 2011).

In terms of pulp quality in LC refining, the main focus has been on changes in pulp freeness, shive content, fibre length distribution and handsheet properties. Engstrand et al. (1988) demonstrated in a series of pilot scale trials that LC refining of HC defibrated mechanical pulp can be performed without excessive fibre shortening and potential of achieving target pulp quality with reduced specific energy. Several studies indicate that low refining intensity is a pre-condition for preserving fibre length and strength development in LC refining of mechanical pulps (Demler, 1996; Wild, 1998; Lundin et al., 2008; Hammar, et al. 2009); however high specific energy input even at low intensity can lead to severe loss of fibre length (Welch, 1999; Hammar et al., 2009). High pH and to some extent high temperature were reported to counteract fibre shortening, which was primarily attributed to thermal softening and ionization of acidic groups (Hammar et al., 2009).

Studies of fibre and fines quality development in LC refining are less common. It has been suggested that the development of fibre properties proceeds in a different manner in HC and LC refining even when compared at similar handsheet properties such as tensile index and light scattering (Reyier et al., 2011). It is well known that an improvement of fibre properties translates into improved paper properties. Mechanical pulp fibre characteristics such as degree of longitudinal splitting, fibre flexibility, fibre wall thickness, fibre bendability and collapsibility have been all shown to influence the quality of the final paper product (Skowronska, 1990; Corson, 1989; Forseth et al., 1997; Remé et al., 1998; Kure, 1999; Braaten, 2000; Corson et al., 2003; Ferluc et al., 2010).

Fibre straightening, external development, reduction of kinks and fibre flexibility were reported during LC refining, particularly with respect to the stiffer latewood fibres (Welch 1999). The author compared HC and LC refining of mechanical pulp on the pilot scale and
concluded that the latter produces handsheets of a quality similar to that from HC refined mechanical pulp, at a reduced energy input. Welch also concluded that LC refining may have potential to replace part or all of the latency removal process. Reyier et al. (2011) reported that fibre cross-sectional dimensions remained constant or even increased for the investigated mill-scale LC refining conditions, suggesting absence of external fibre wall peeling. External fibrillation and fibre curl were either maintained or reduced. Increased tensile index was attributed to closer fibre contact due to removed external fibrils, higher amount of fibrillar fines and straighter and more swollen fibres. It was hypothesized that LC refining loosened the internal fibre wall structure, enabling and enhancing fibre wall swelling (internal fibrillation). Andersson (2011) suggested from pilot- and mill-scale research that more bonding-active fines are possibly created upon LC refining of TMP and that removal of external fibrils from fibre surfaces and enhancement of internal fibrillation may take place in the LC refiner.

The objective of this pilot scale study was to characterise and compare the development of fibre and fines properties in second stage refining of primary refined Advanced Thermomechanical Pulp (ATMP), specifically between a two stage LC refining process and conventional high consistency (HC) refining stage. An improved understanding of fibre property development and the fundamental mechanisms governing this development upon LC refining may promote new opportunities for improvement and optimization of LC refining.

Materials and Methods

Pilot refining

Mixed softwood chips obtained from a Canadian TMP mill were used in this study. The raw material consisted of approximately 80% Lodgepole pine from interior British Columbia with the 20% balance consisting of Sitka spruce and Western Balsam fir, also from Interior B.C. The ATMP concept was utilized for primary refining. The concept is well described in the literature (Hill et al., 2010; Johansson et al., 2011; Gorski et al., 2011a; 2011b). High-consistency refining was conducted at the Andritz pilot plant in Springfield, OH, USA. Chips were pre-heated and defibrated using mechanical pre-treatment consisting of a MSD Impressafiner (40 kWh/odt energy input) and a Fiberizer (220 kWh/odt). The Fiberized material was primary stage refined at RTS™ conditions (Sabourin et al. 1997) with an energy input of 530 kWh/odt. Sodium bisulphite (3.1% on oven-dry fibre basis, which decreased the pH of the pulp from 5.5-6.0 to 4.7) was applied at the refiner inlet via the refiner dilution water. A portion of the primary stage pulp was further refined using an atmospheric high consistency double disc refiner at four different energy inputs (610-1000 kWh/odt). LC refining of the primary stage ATMP pulp was conducted in two optimized stages at the pilot plant located in the Pulp and Paper Centre, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada. The pulp was disintegrated in 60°C water for 4 hours prior to refining at low consistency (3.0-3.4%) using a 14" Aikawa low-consistency pilot refiner equipped with 0.41 m (16") overhung segments and driven by a 110 kW variable frequency motor. Refining conditions were varied by closing the gap of the refiner while the throughput was kept constant. This provided specific energy inputs of 70-180 kWh/odt in the first LC stage and 70-240 kWh/odt in the second LC stage. AFT FineBar segments were installed in the refiner for this work (BEL 5.59 km, groove depth 4.8 mm, groove width 2.4 mm, bar width 1 mm, bar angle 15°). All pulps and handsheets underwent standard testing described elsewhere (Gorski et al. 2012).

Pulp, fibre and fines characterisation

Two LC refined and two HC refined pulps were selected for detailed fibre and fines characterisation. The analysis was performed at the Paper and Fibre Research Institute located in Trondheim, Norway. The never-frozen pulps were stored in a cold environment before hot (for assessment of fibre shape also cold) disintegration (ISO 5269:2-2001). Fibres in different fractions were obtained by Bauer McNett fractionation (SCAN M6:69) and stored in wet state in a cold room until analysis. The P200 fraction was collected and allowed to sediment for approximately 48 hours, whereas the clear supernatant was carefully removed by vacuum suction. The amount of large shives was measured using a Pulmac instrument equipped with a 0.1 mm screen.

The characterisation was performed according to similar procedures as described elsewhere (Gorski et al., 2011a; 2011b). Fibre length, width, coarseness and shape were measured using the FiberMaster instrument for whole pulps and/or suspensions prepared from fractionated fibres (Karlsson et al. 1999). The FiberMaster was also used to assess fibre flexibility. 10 parallel bendability measurements were carried out for each sample, and results (denoted “B3”) were reported for the defined optical length interval from 1.5 to 3.0 mm. The specific surface area (SSA) was assessed from settling tests of long fibre and combined middle fractions based on the principals described by Marton and Robie (1969) and Wakelin (2004). The means of specific surface index (S’A), bendability and coarseness measurements are presented with their respective confidence interval at 95% level of confidence.

Fibre cross sectional characteristics were determined according to the method described by Reme et al. (2002). Reme et al. (1999) demonstrated that the asymmetric fibre wall thickness distribution could be divided and fitted well by two normal distributions for earlywood and latewood fibres. The authors used the mean of the fitted normal distribution for the whole population to describe alterations in fibre cross sectional characteristics upon refining quantitatively, but emphasized the importance of paying attention to the distribution of the individual fibre cross dimensions in addition to the average (Reme et al., 2002). In this study the distributions of the fibre cross sectional characteristics are interpreted based on box plots, scatter plot regression lines and means of the fitted normal distribution, given with their 95% confidence intervals.
Results and discussion

Shives content and fibre size distributions

High consistency ATMP refining is known to efficiently reduce the shive content in pulp, presumably due to the high-intensity primary stage refining conditions and possibly also the influence of added chemicals (Johansson et al. 2011, Gorski et al. 2011a). Both LC and HC treatments following primary stage ATMP refining further decreased the amount of shives in the pulp, Fig 1. The chosen LC refining concept performed more energy effectively in terms of shives removal compared to HC refining.

LC refining resulted in a greater reduction in the amount of the long fibre fraction compared to HC refining, Fig 2. Especially pronounced is the reduction of the BMN R16 fraction which is coarsest and considered to be harmful to for example surface quality of paper. The reduced long fibre fraction increased the amount of the middle fractions in the LC-refined pulp, which remained rather constant upon HC refining, Fig 3.

The fines content developed similarly for HC and LC refining, Fig 4. The reduced long fibre fraction resulted in a decreased average fibre length with LC refining; however the fibre length distribution was more uniform. The reduction in long fibre content did not result in any significant formation of fines, perhaps due to enhanced softening of the fibres. The differences in fibre length distributions were hypothesized to arise from a different fibre development mode between HC and LC refining.
Fibre and fines quality development

Both LC and HC refining resulted in a significant and consistent coarseness reduction and an increase in specific surface area of the long fibre fraction, Figs 5 and 6. The development of fibre coarseness and fibre specific surface area was proportional to the refining energy input, and progressed at a similar rate for LC and HC conditions. Wakelin (2004) reported that the sedimentation index was influenced by both the degree of external fibrillation and the apparent density of the fibres, but found it difficult to separate the relative influences of the degree of fibrillation and cross sectional dimensions (wall thickness and fibre diameter) on the sedimentation index. In this study, the relative coarseness decrease was much lower than the relative increase in S³A index for both HC and LC refined ATMP fibres, and the changes in coarseness alone unlikely account for the significant increase in sedimentation specific surface area. These results thus indicate the generation of external fibrils upon both LC and HC refining of ATMP.

The bendability (B3) of the fibre fraction P16/R30 was increased significantly upon both HC and LC refining of ATMP fibres, Fig 7. Final bendability levels were significantly higher for the LC compared to the HC refined fibres. From a solid mechanics point of view the fibre stiffness should decrease with reduced cross sectional area and moment of inertia. The minor coarseness reduction upon LC refining (Fig 5) is unlikely to account for the observed increase in bendability. It is therefore suggested that the observed bendability increase was predominantly an effect of internal fibrillation and changes to the fibre wall modulus rather than alterations of the fibre cross sectional dimensions. It has been shown that the tensile-bulk relationships were similar for handsheets made of HC and LC refined pulps (Gorski et al. 2012), which suggests the same conclusion.

Changes in fibre shape (introduction of curl termed latency) are a well-known result of HC refining of mechanical pulp. Karnis (1996) described the mechanism of latency creation as a result of lignin and hemicellulose flow introduced by cyclic deformations and compressive tensile and shearing arising from forces on fibres generated by the refiner. In production scale latency is presumed to be removed by high shear agitation at temperatures above the lignin softening point and low consistency in the latency chest. Laboratory hot disintegration routinely performed before fibre quality analysis serves the same purpose and straightens the fibres, thereby possibly masking potential fibre shape alterations introduced upon different processing stages. Seth (2006) pointed out that the deformations (primarily axial compressions in the fibre wall) could be reversed when fibres in aqueous medium are subjected to tensile forces such as those acting on fibres during LC refining. Water would enter the pores in the fibre wall and soften it. Fibre straightening upon mechanical pulp LC refining was mentioned by Reyier et al. (2011) and Welch (1999).

In this study LC refining and even HC refining of primary stage ATMP resulted in fibre straightening, Fig 8. The FiberMaster fibre form factor indicates the average straightness of a fibre population, with 100%
denoting perfectly straight fibres. Measurements of kink and curl using an FQA instrument confirmed this result.

The long fibres (BMN P14/R28) of the latency-removed third stage LC refined ATMP had less kink and curl compared to respective fibres after third stage HC refining. A comparison between laboratory hot- and cold-disintegrated pulps shown in Fig 8 revealed that the actual straightening effect was greater for LC compared to HC refining, and progressed with greater energy efficiency. Fibre splitting was earlier described as a phenomenon largely linked to the first stage refining (Reme et al. 1999). The level of more than 30% split fibres in the primary refined ATMP used in this study can be considered relatively high, Fig 9. Pilot scale ATMP refining of White spruce with addition of hydrogen peroxide was earlier shown to result in approximately 10% split fibres after the primary stage, and there was also a consistent increase in fibre splitting upon the second and third stages of HC refining (Gorski et al., 2011a; 2011b). The fibre split index was approximately similar for all pulps investigated in this study, which indicates that no further fibre splitting was introduced upon neither LC nor HC refining beyond the primary stage. It is possible that the potential for axial splitting was already reached after first stage ATMP refining for the studied fibre population. It should be noted that the difference between the present study and previous findings in both raw material (mixed pine, spruce and fir species used in this study) and ATMP chemistry (addition of bisulphite instead of hydrogen peroxide which gave lower pH) are significant and therefore prevent a direct comparison.

A central question with respect to fibre development in TMP refining is associated with the mechanisms of fines generation and external/internal fibrillation. The mean fibre wall thickness and fibre coarseness have been shown to decrease upon HC refining (Karnis 1994; Kure 1999; Reme 2000). Mechanisms have been described by several researchers as progressive fibre wall peeling and exposure of the S2 layer resulting in generation of bond-enhancing attached and detached fibrils (Corson, 1989; Karnis 1994; Johnsen et al., 1995). Fibre wall swelling and increase in thickness and fibre wall area due to loosening of the fibre wall structure was a mechanism earlier proposed for LC refining (Reyier et al., 2011). In this study, the fibre wall thickness distributions were found to be narrowed upon the second and third refining stages, but to a higher extent in the HC than the LC process, Fig 10. The right-hand tail was particularly affected, which implies the fibre wall thickness reduction occurred predominantly for the thickest walled fibres. This finding is in agreement with previous studies which demonstrated that fibre wall thickness reduction was greater for latewood than earlywood Norway spruce TMP fibres (Reme et al., 1999).

The mean fibre wall area and thickness were reduced significantly for the intact fibre population from 3.29 µm for the first stage ATMP to 2.89 µm after HC refining and 3.09 µm after LC refining, Fig 11. Split fibre mean wall thickness was significantly reduced upon HC refining (from 2.29 µm for the first stage ATMP to 2.07 µm for the third stage HC) but did not change significantly upon LC refining (2.27 µm). Since the proportion of split fibres remained relatively unchanged, this observation indicates that even the relatively thin-walled split ATMP fibres experienced a wall thickness reduction upon HC refining, which was not the case for LC refining.
Johnsen et al. (1995), Reme (2000) and Reme et al. (2002) demonstrated that the standard deviation of the fibre wall thickness and the degree of particle removal from the fibre surface varied considerably along the length and around the circumference of individual fibres. The authors found that TMP refining reduced the standard deviation of the fibre wall thickness for both earlywood and latewood fibres, but concluded that wall thickness reduction in refining occurred more frequently on the thicker wall areas of the fibre. Johnsen et al. (1995) stated that refining does not remove the outer fibre wall layers one at a time for the whole population, and that the fractional coverage by middle lamella decreases steadily during refining. Based on these findings the individual fibre wall thickness variation was in this study interpreted as an indication of fibre surface heterogeneity.

The mean standard deviation of the wall thickness of the ATMP fibre decreased consistently during HC refining for both intact and split fibres, but only decreased for intact LC refined fibres, Fig 12. For the investigated pulps the local wall thickness variation was higher for thin-walled and lower for thick-walled second stage LC refined fibres, when compared to HC refined fibres of equal fibre wall thickness. This observation possibly suggests that LC refining either removed material (e.g. external fibrils) from thick-walled fibres or treated their fibre surfaces more homogeneously in terms of removal and/or exposure of different fibre wall layers than HC refining.

Mean lumen area and mean lumen perimeter of the intact fibre population were not significantly different between the LC or HC refined ATMP samples, and did not deviate significantly from those of the first stage ATMP, Fig 13. As the mean fibre wall area remained constant and the lumen area was somewhat reduced upon the first LC refining stage, potential swelling of the fibre wall introduced by LC refining conditions as proposed earlier (Reyier et al., 2011) may possibly have occurred in this study. It is noted that Reyier and co-workers conducted investigations on wet fibres and used a different technique to assess changes to the fibre cross-dimensions.
Based on distributions of individual fibre characteristics it was observed in this study that at a given fibre wall thickness or cross sectional compactness (z-value) LC refined ATMP fibres had the largest lumen form circle values among the studied pulps. The deviation from the primary stage ATMP was greatest for the third stage LC refined fibres of low fibre wall thickness and z-value. This observation implies that thin-walled earlywood fibres may have experienced a partial fibre de-collapse in LC refining.

It was earlier shown that LC refined fibres were clearly straighter before laboratory latency removal, more flexible and had fewer kinks compared to HC refined fibres. Karnis (1993) documented for various TMP that latency removal resulted in an increase in fibre length by removal of micro-compressions, and an increase in hydrodynamic specific surface area. Johnsen et al. (1995) concluded that latency treatment “...appears to cause fibres to expand from a somewhat collapsed shape established during refining...”. These authors also found the effect of latency treatment was most pronounced for thin-walled earlywood fibres. Seth (2006) wrote that kraft fibres undergo axial compression in various processing steps, and divided between small scale deformations (dislocations and micro compressions) and large scale deformations (kinks and curl) introduced upon medium and high consistency treatment. It is possible that the observed increase in fibre and lumen form circle upon LC refining of ATMP and partly the increase in specific surface area are a result of similar mechanisms, i.e. due to release of compressive stresses in the fibre wall, introduced upon the first HC refining stage.

**Middle fraction and fines properties**

Mean length, width and coarseness of the middle fraction (P30/R200) fibres were all reduced upon both HC and LC refining, Table 1. LC refined middle fraction fibres were longer and coarser than HC middle fraction constituents. The bendability of the middle fraction fibres was increased upon further refining in both HC and LC concepts, although the development of flexibility seemed to be more energy efficient with LC refining (same trends as for the long fibres).

While the specific surface area index of the middle fraction was increased markedly during the HC refining stage, no significant change was observed with LC refining of ATMP, which indicates a mechanistic difference between HC and LC refining. Since LC refined pulp was found to contain significantly more of the middle fibre fraction compared to the HC refined pulp, it seems that the conditions in LC refining (both the liquid environment and possibly the type and magnitude of forces acting on fibres) resulted in shortening of the long fibres before they experienced surface development. Possible mechanism could be that fibres rather tear apart upon the shearing action between the refiner bars than develop external fibrillation. This would explain the presence of the larger amount of shorter and less developed fibres in LC refined pulp. The difference in surface fibrillation of the middle fraction could also be due to the earlier proposed potential removal of fibrils from the fibre surfaces in LC refining.

The fines turbidity (P200) in suspension increased for both HC and LC refining, but more energy efficiently for LC refining, Fig 15. An increase in the specific surface area of the fines could be a result of either an increase in the proportion of fibrillar fines and/or a decrease in the size of the fibrillar and flake-like fines, as Reyier et al. (2011) and Andersson (2011) have suggested that LC refining may result in detachment of previously generated fibrils from the fibre surfaces. A quantitative morphological study of the fines formed in LC and HC refining was not included in this study but would help in determining the phenomena involved. The rapid increase
in the specific surface area of LC-fines may thus partly be a result of fibrils generated upon first stage refining becoming detached from fibre surfaces in subsequent LC refining. This explanation would be further supported by earlier discussed findings of smoother fibre surfaces of LC refined thick walled fibres. The implications of possible detachment of external fibrils in LC refining for the paper production process requires further study. Retention of the detached fibrils in the paper web during forming should be considered among other things.

**Paper quality through fibre properties**

Development of pulp and paper properties was published in an earlier paper (Gorski et al. 2012). Handsheets with a tensile index of 40 Nm/g and a light scattering of 59 m/²/kg were produced with HC and LC refining of primary refined ATMP. The HC refining required approximately 1450 kWh/ton, whereas approximately 300 kWh/odt less were required in LC refining. Apparent density of the handsheets developed similarly for both HC and LC refining compared at equal tensile index. The tear index, length weighted average fibre length, and TEA were lower for the LC refined pulp.

The fibre and fines quality profiles differed between handsheets made from HC and LC refined pulp, Table 2. Compared at equal tensile index, the shive content was below 0.1% for both concepts and can be considered insignificant. At a given tensile index of 40 Nm/g the LC refined ATMP contained less long fibres and markedly higher proportions of the middle fraction than HC refined ATMP. LC refined fibres were straighter and had thicker fibre walls, but they were also significantly more bendable, while the middle fraction particles were relatively coarse with poorly developed surfaces. HC refined fibres had lower coarseness and fibre wall thickness, and were more collapsed and better externally fibrillated, especially in the middle fibre fraction. LC refined ATMP contained 20% less fines compared to the HC refined reference, but the differences in fines quality were marginal. These results suggest that extensive internal fibrillation of the LC refined fibres compensated for lower fines content and external fibrillation, producing well-bonded sheets with good tensile strength. The high mass fraction of poorly fibrillated middle fraction fibres in LC refined ATMP may have contributed to a sheet structure with a sufficient number of pore sizes and shapes to facilitate equally good light scattering as the more fines-rich HC refined reference pulp.

Gorski et al. (2012) suggested that the energy efficiency in the development of pulp quality in LC refining could be caused by a more uniform fibre size distribution of the resulting pulp compared to HC refining, and that the difference in fractional composition might be the key to the differences in TEA. It was hypothesized that shorter fibres would form a stronger, but not as stretchable network. Results of this fibre characterization study underline the importance of flexibility and fibre shape.

The contribution of flexible fibres to an increased relative bonded area and thereby tensile strength is well recognized. The effects of fibre shape and deformations have the subject of extensive studies in the case of chemical pulps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>HC ATMP</th>
<th>LC ATMP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulmac shives content</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMN R16 fraction</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMN P16/R30 fraction</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMN P30/R200 fraction</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>53.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMN P200 fraction</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/A index (P16/R30)</td>
<td>m²/g</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/A index (P30/R200)</td>
<td>m²/g</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bendability (P16/R30)</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bendability (P30/R200)</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean curl index (P16/R30)</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarseness (P16/R30)</td>
<td>ug/m</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall thickness (R50)</td>
<td>μm</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Split fibres (R50)</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fines turbidity (P200)</td>
<td>FTU</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>680</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Seth (2006) stated that the stress is uniformly distributed in a network of straight and deformation-free fibres when subjected to in-plane loading, while deformed fibre segments would not fully participate in load-sharing. Deformations create uneven stress distribution and result in a drop of tensile strength and elastic modulus, but would increase the fibre’s stretch potential and the sheet elongation. Karnis (1993) argued that the elastic modulus of paper increased from an increase in effective fibre length upon latency removal and fibre straightening. Strength properties dependent on elastic modulus and fibre flexibility would thus also increase. Page et al. (1979, 1980 and 1991) suggested that the elastic modulus of paper is affected by the elastic modulus of the fibres, bonding degree and the presence of curl, kinks and microcompressions. The presence of curl would decrease the length of fibre segments through which stresses can be transmitted, resulting in a weaker paper structure.

In this study the LC refined ATMP fibres were shown to be straighter and have fewer kinks and less curl compared to the HC refined fibres, even after hot disintegration. Straighter fibres in LC refined mechanical pulp likely have made a major contribution to the documented energy effective development of paper tensile strength, but simultaneously lowered the TEA index compared to the HC refined ATMP.

**Hypothesis on the difference in HC and LC refining mechanisms**

A possible reason for the observed differences in fibre development between HC and LC refining could be that the aqueous environment in LC refining promotes internal fibrillation more efficiently and external fibrillation less efficiently compared to HC refining. Mechanical treatment of fibres in liquid environment might be more energy efficient due to their higher degree of softening, and greater refining uniformity due to the lower consistency. The increase in moisture content in wood is known to correlate with the increase in thermal softening, though mainly in the lignin-rich middle lamellae (Salmén, 1987; Salmén, Hagen, 2002). Fibre internal delamination could be hypothesized to develop easier upon mechanical impacts delivered in a refiner if...
the fibre is in a softer state. However, the temperature in HC refining (160°C) was much higher compared to LC refining (60°C) which also influenced the degree of softening. The combined effects of temperature and moisture on the softening of individual fibres inside a refiner and the relative importance of these factors are difficult to assess with little published data. Another explanation might originate from the differences in the refining action between LC and HC refiners. It has been proposed that forces exerted on fibres during refining are the key to understanding the refining mechanisms. This has been indirectly confirmed in studies where refiner gap was found to be of high importance to predict the development of pulp properties in a refiner (Mohlin, 2006; Luukkanen, 2011). A study where such variables as forces on fibres in LC and HC refining and average numbers of impacts are calculated for similar raw material, energy inputs and intensity might give new insights in understanding the mechanistic difference in HC and LC refining. Such calculations can be performed using existing approaches (Olender et al., 2007; Kerekès, 2011) which previously indicated that forces acting on fibres during HC refining are larger in magnitude compared to LC refining. This suggests that the difference in the two refining mechanisms originates in the difference in fibre material properties between HC and LC refining, specifically softening of the fibres in the gap.

Conclusions

- Two-stage LC refining of primary ATMP pulp appeared more energy efficient to a given fibre quality development as compared to secondary HC refining. This applied to the reduction of shives and coarse fibres, enhancement of fibre flexibility and the development of specific surface area of long fibres and fines.
- While HC refining reduced the fibre wall thickness and increased external fibrillation of long and middle fibre fractions in an expected manner, LC refining appeared to predominantly affect the structural fibre properties. LC refined fibres were effectively straightened and developed higher flexibility; previously introduced fibre collapse of intact earlywood fibres appeared partially reversed during LC refining. The observed changes to the fibre shape in the LC refiner are suggested to arise from the release of compressive stresses introduced during the primary stage HC refining.
- Quantitative fibre development appeared to deviate between the first and second LC refining stages for many of the assessed fibre characteristics, despite refining at a comparable SEC. Process variables were not investigated in this study. Differences in the inlet pulp properties for each LC refining stage had an impact on the refining effect which warrants further investigation.
- Despite inherent differences in the proportions and properties of specific fibrous constituents, the HC and LC refined pulps formed fibre networks with several similar properties critical for papermaking (tensile index, light scattering etc.). In the case of HC refining, the paper properties were achieved by a larger amount of collapsed longer fibres with a well-developed surface. In the case of LC refining, the fibres were shorter, straighter and more flexible with less developed surfaces.
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